NO MANDATORY VACCINES HANCOCK - IT WOULD BE
A WAR CRIME - THE NUREMBERG CODE
Date: 24 November 2020 at 14:26
To: Cherilyn MACKRORY cherilyn.mackrory.mp@parliament.uk
Cc: John Redwood's Diary john.redwood.mp@parliament.uk

Dear Cherilyn
I am sorry that you have so little trust in us and in our common sense but yet you trust those who seek to control
us yet have no common sense. We have no trust in this Parliament or in Boris.
Boris has failed with great success and we fear now that he is carrying out his secret betrayal which has already
commenced with the EU closer and closer rapport on UK Defence, Security and PESCO.
Please stand up for the Truth, FREEDOM, Common Sense and UK Sovereignty.
VACCINES AND NUREMBERG
Please read below.
Please reconsider where you put your support whilst you are an MP. Change is blowing in again.
Yours Sincerely
Roger
Wright-Morris.
http://www.briefingsforfreedom.co.uk/
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Just as Big Pharma, politicians and Lockdown activists lobby governments
for mass roll out of Covid-19 vaccines around the world, there should be
issued a reminder to them (all including doctors, nurses, the police and
armed forces) that forced vaccinations on individuals without the
individual's "informed consent" or to use force, mandatory, coercive
methods for vaccines on individuals is a violation of the Nuremberg
Code.
Anyone forcing vaccines on individuals could and should face criminal
charges. Boris Hancock Vallance and all of Sage first of course followed
by the MPs who vote for this illegal diktat. ( there is no law that
empowers Boris to Lockdown the healthy.....listen to Lord Sumption)
Just as in the Nuremberg trials of Nazis after WWII, the pleas that "I was
just following orders" (Nuremberg Defence) is not an acceptable plea or
an acceptable defence in a court of Law.
Regards
Simon Blanchard
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